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micro/nanobubbles.[5] Moreover, surface 
microdents can potentially act as scaffolds 
for surface lubricants in the fabrication 
of lubricating surfaces,[6] which exhibit 
low contact angle hysteresis and can be 
used in many applications, such as self-
cleaning,[7] anti-icing,[8] and enhanced 
condensation.[9]

Several approaches have been devel-
oped to fabricate microdents on solid 
polymer surfaces, such as soft lithography 
method,[10] nonsolvent sessile droplets 
action,[11] solvent droplet etching method,[12] 
and templating methods.[1b,13] In the soft 
lithography method,[10] microlenses and a 
positive photoresist substrate are used to 
get microdent arrays. In the solvent droplet 
etching method, a single[12a,c] or a group of 
solvent droplets[12b] on top of micropillars 
are transferred to polymer films. The corre-
sponding spots on the polymer films will be 

etched and microdents can then be generated. In order to obtain 
smaller microdents, smaller size of solvent droplets can be gen-
erated through solvent exchange method.[14] In the templating 
methods, colloidal particles[1b,13a,e,15] or water droplets[13b–d] (breath 
figure method) are taken as templates. The templates are first 
placed on a thin film of solvent with dissolved polymer. After the 
solvent evaporates, microdents are generated on the spots where 
the templates locate. Compared with the lithography and solvent 
droplet etching methods, templating methods are easy to be con-
ducted and are more suitable to fabricate microdents in batches.

Recently, “Ouzo effect” was applied to fabricate micro/nano-
structures, such as micro/nanodroplets,[16] micro/nanoparti-
cles,[17] and micro/nanolenses.[14b,18] “Ouzo effect” is referred to 
the nucleation of tiny oil droplets after water is added into a Greek 
drink of Ouzo.[19] Since the solubility of oil in ethanol–water solu-
tion decreases with increase in the water concentration, the oil 
is oversaturated, spontaneously forming microdroplets after 
more water is added in the oil–ethanol–water ternary solutions. 
Instead of adding water into ethanol–oil mixture, evaporation 
of ethanol in an Ouzo drop can also trigger Ouzo effect.[20] The 
Ouzo effect provides an efficient approach to produce micro-
droplets that in turn serve as templates for the formation of 
micro/nanostructures.[16–18] Compared with the existed methods, 
micro/nanostructure fabrication via Ouzo effect can be con-
ducted without any special setups and complex operations.

Here we propose a new templating method to fabricate 
surface microdents via “Ouzo effect” in a ternary solution. 
By designing the solution of polystyrene (PS) in the ternary 
solvents with different volatilities, water droplets can form 

Microdents fabricated on solid substrates have numerous applications, such 
as containers for cell growth, reactors for chemical reactions, and nucleation 
sites for growing photonic crystals. In this study, a new method is developed 
to fabricate microdents on polystyrene (PS) film deposited on a solid surface. 
The process relied on Ouzo effect in a ternary solution consisting of three 
solvents exhibiting different volatilities. In the ternary solution, precursor 
water droplets are first nucleated when a good solvent of water evaporated. 
The nucleated water droplets then act as templates for microdent forma-
tion during PS film deposition. After water droplets eventually evaporates, 
microdents are generated on the PS film. The detailed process of microdent 
formation is experimentally revealed. By controlling the nucleation of water 
droplets and PS concentration, the lateral size and the depth of microdents 
are systematically tuned. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the microdent 
decorated films obtained with the proposed method can be used to fabricate 
lubricating surfaces, which exhibit a low contact angle hysteresis of 2°.
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Microdents

1. Introduction

Microdents on solid surfaces have been applied in numerous 
applications. They can serve as containers for cell growth,[1] 
microreactors for chemical reactions,[2] platforms for droplet 
manipulation,[3] nucleation sites for photonic crystals,[4] and 
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at solid–liquid interfaces, followed by the formation of a PS 
film. The nucleated water droplets act as templates for the 
fabrication of microdents on the PS film. In this study, the 
mechanism of microdent fabrication will be revealed experi-
mentally, together with the demonstration of the control of the 
lateral size and depth of microdents. Moreover, we will dem-
onstrate that the obtained microdents can be used to fabricate 
lubricating surfaces, on which the surface lubricant—silicone 
oil—impregnates the microdents and is stabilized by capillary 
force arising from the microdents.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Fabrication of Microdents

Figure 1 shows the experimental procedure for the microdent 
fabrication on the glass substrate and schematic diagrams of 
the experimental process. The obtained optical images of the 
sample surface are shown in Figure 1f–j. A glass substrate was 
put in a petri dish and the ternary solution of toluene/water/
acetone with precipitated PS particles was deposited into the 
petri dish (Figure 1a,f). Then the turbid liquid was spread out on 
the glass surface (Figure 1b,g). In the ternary solution, acetone 

has the highest evaporation rate, followed by toluene and water 
(see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).[21] As a result, 
acetone evaporated first in the deposited ternary solution, Ouzo 
effect took place, and surface water droplets started to nucleate. 
The increase of the toluene concentration in the ternary solu-
tion leads to dissolution of PS particles again (Figure 1c,h). 
After acetone evaporated, toluene started to evaporate. This led 
to the precipitation of PS in the form of a thin film on the glass 
substrate. Since water droplets nucleated on the substrate, the 
PS film mainly covered the areas without water droplets. After 
toluene entirely evaporated, water droplets were exposed to the 
air (Figure 1d,i). Because water droplet nucleation occurred 
before PS film generation, eventually microdents were formed 
after water droplets completely evaporated (Figure 1e,j). For the 
detailed process of the design of the ternary solution, readers 
are referred to part 1 in the Supporting Information.

In the process of microdent formation, understanding 
the temporal evolution of water droplets is key to reveal the 
mechanism of microdent formation. Figure 2 depicts the mor-
phological evolution of the nucleated water droplets. Basically 
two factors contributed to the growth of water droplets. One 
was the separation of water from the ternary solution due to 
Ouzo effect. For an existing droplet, the continuous separa-
tion of water from the solution led to an increase in the size 
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Figure 1. a–e) Schematic diagram and f–j) corresponding optical images of the experimental procedure designed for microdent fabrication by taking 
water droplets as templates. (a,f) A drop of mixed toluene/PS and acetone/water solutions was deposited onto a glass substrate. (b,g) PS particles 
were precipitated due to the reduced solubility in the ternary solution. (c,h) Acetone rapidly volatilized, leading to the nucleation of water droplets at 
the solid substrate. (d,i) After toluene was completely volatilized, a PS film was formed and water droplets were exposed to the air. (e,j) Eventually 
water was evaporated and microdents were formed at the spots where water droplets located.

Figure 2. Evolution of water droplets in liquid film. a) Water droplets were generated on the surface, b) growing with time, c) coalesced with neighboring 
ones, d) partially exposed to air, and e) eventually exposed to air.
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of the water droplet. For example, the size of droplets I′ and II′ 
in Figure 2b are slightly increased compared to the droplets I 
and II in Figure 2a. This is due to the separation of water from 
the ternary solution. The other factor was the coalescence of 
neighboring water droplets. For example, droplets I′ and II′ and 
several other droplets nearby in Figure 2b coalesced to form 
droplet III in Figure 2c.

With the evaporation of solution, the water droplets were 
partially exposed to air (Figure 2d). Eventually, all toluene was 
volatilized and all water droplets were directly exposed to air 
(Figure 2e). Compared to droplets shown in Figure 2a–d, the 
droplets in Figure 2e became more spherical. We speculate that 
this is due to the change of surface wettability, from hydrophilic 
to hydrophobic. It is highly possible that there is a thin PS film 
at the bottom surface of microdents.

Water droplets started to evaporate after exposed to air. The 
sequential images of a water droplet and the shrinking process 
in a microdent are presented in Figure 3a. Initially, the three-
phase contact line was pinned at the side wall of the microdent, 
as illustrated in Figure 3b (the first). With the evaporation of 
water, the droplet gradually shrank with decreased height 
(Figure 3b [the second]). When the surface of the water droplet 
touched the bottom of the microdent (Figure 3b [the third]), 
water droplet became a water ring and was still pinned at the 
side wall of the microdent (Figure 3b [the fourth]). Subse-
quently, the water ring further shrank (Figure 3b [the fifth]) and 

eventually disappeared (Figure 3b [the sixth]). This result shows 
a pinning of the droplet to the microdents, which accords with 
the constant contact radius dissolution mode revealed in our 
previous work.[3]

How PS evolves is also important for understanding the 
mechanism that governs the microdent formation. The initially 
deposited liquid contained PS precipitates because of the low 
solubility of PS in the ternary solution. With evaporation of ace-
tone, water droplets form and separate out from the solution, 
leading to an increase in the toluene concentration in the solu-
tion. As a result, the initial PS precipitates redissolved into the 
solution. Figure 4 shows the dissolution process of the initially 
precipitated PS particles. In Figure 4a, a PS particle is marked 
by a black arrow. As acetone evaporated, toluene concentration 
increased and the PS particle redissolved, shown by the reduced 
size (Figure 4b). Eventually, the PS particle disappeared and dis-
solved completely (Figure 4c).

2.2. Characterization of Microdents

An atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize 
the obtained microdents. A 2D and corresponding 3D tap-
ping mode AFM height images of microdents are shown in 
Figure 5a and b, respectively. The AFM images reveal that the 
bigger microdents have flat bottoms while the smaller ones 
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Figure 3. Evaporation of a water droplet inside a microdent after fully exposed to air. a) The sequential optical microscope images and b) corresponding 
schematic diagrams of the water droplet in the microdent. The microdent was first completely filled by the water droplet (first column) and gradually 
shrank with time because of evaporation (second column) until the droplet touched the bottom of the microdent (third column). After that, the water 
droplet became a ring (fourth and fifth column) and eventually disappeared (sixth column).

Figure 4. Dissolution of PS particles into solution during the process of water droplet nucleation. a) PS particles were first precipitated in the ternary 
solution. b) PS particles started to dissolve into the solution. c) PS particles were totally dissolved into the liquid.
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have round bottoms. This can also be seen from the enlarged 
3D images and corresponding cross-section profiles of the two 
selected microdents, as shown in Figure 5c and d. Correla-
tion between the depth and the diameter for the two different 
types of microdents is given in Figure 5e. For the flat bottom 
microdents, the depth slightly increases with the diameter. 
Theoretically, an area with larger microdents has reduced cov-
erage for the deposited PS, leading to an increased thickness of 
the deposited PS film. Additionally, the microdents with round 
bottoms have much lower depth than that of flat bottom ones.

A thin film of PS at microdent bottom is verified by two tests 
as following. The first one is AFM lithography experiment. The 
bottom surface of a microdent was scratched with an AFM tip. 
Figure 6a shows the AFM height image of a microdent before 
the scratching. The corresponding AFM height image for the 
area with the scratch and its cross-section profile is shown in 
Figure 6b. The result clearly shows that there was indeed a thin 
film at the microdent bottom. Futhermore, the material at micro-
dent bottom can be chemically identified to be PS from infrared 
absorption spectrum measurements. Figure 6c is an optical 
image of the sample used for infrared absorption spectrum 
measurement. In the area, two points were selected. One was 
at the bottom of a microdent (marked by a blue cross), and 
the other was in an area outside microdents (marked by a red 
cross). The measurement results are shown in Figure 6d. From 
the result, one can see that both curves exhibit similar detected 
peaks. The methylene and benzene ring in PS were detected 
according to the corresponding absorption peaks, such as 2926, 
2853 cm−1 for methylene, and 3000–3100 cm−1, 1450–1600 cm−1, 
770–730 cm−1 for benzene ring. The result clearly indicates that 
the bottom of the microdent was covered by a PS film.

The mechanism of the thin PS film formed at microdent 
bottoms is revealed. In the beginning, water droplets gradually 

appear in the toluene/PS environment with the evaporation 
of acetone. Since toluene has a smaller surface energy than 
water,[21] it can easily spread out on a glass substrate. Therefore, 
water droplets do not directly contact the glass substrate.[22] 
There is a thin film of toluene–PS solution in between water 
droplets and the glass substrate. Eventually, the evaporation 
of toluene results in oversaturation and hence the precipita-
tion of PS in the form of thin film at the glass substrate. The 
formation of hydrophobic PS film increases contact angle of 
surface water droplets and the water droplets are reshaped into 
spherical cap–liked shape.[23]

What determines the lateral size of microdents? Experi-
mental results show that the lateral size of microdents is directly 
correlated with that of water droplets, as shown in Figure 7a. In 
the figure, the white areas correspond to that of water droplets. 
The blue contours correspond to the boundaries of microdents. 
The size correlation between microdents and water droplets is 
shown in Figure 7b. One can see that the radii of indents lin-
early increase with that of water droplets. The prefactor of the 
least-squared fitted line is 1.07, which implies that the lateral 
size of microdents are almost identical to that of water droplets.

2.3. Tuning of Microdent Lateral Size by Water Concentration

Based on the principle of microdent formation, one can see that 
the lateral size of microdents is directly correlated to the foot-
print diameter of the water droplets, while the depth of micro-
dents are related to the thickness of PS films. This provides an 
approach to tune the size of the microdents. Since the ternary 
solution of toluene/water/acetone was prepared by mixing 
water–acetone solution and PS–toluene solution in proportion, 
the nucleation of water droplets can be controlled by adjusting 
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Figure 5. Morphological characterization of microdents using an AFM. a,b) The 2D and 3D tapping mode AFM images of microdents on a PS film.  
c,d) 3D AFM images and corresponding cross-section profiles of a small microdent with a round bottom and a larger microdent with a flat bottom, 
respectively. e) Depth as a function of the diameter of microdents. Blue and red dots correspond to microdents with flat and round bottoms, respectively.
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water concentration in water–acetone solution[18,19b] and the PS 
film thickness can be tuned by PS concentration in PS–toluene 
solution.

Figure 8a–d shows the optical images of microdents 
fabricated with water concentrations of 8, 10, 12, and 14 wt%, 
respectively, with the same PS concentration of 1 wt%. Here 
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Figure 6. a) An AFM height image of a microdent before scratching. For the selected area, higher load was applied to scratch the bottom surface of 
the microdent. b) The AFM height image of the selected area after scratching with an AFM cantilever. It is clear that the bottom surface was covered 
by a thin film of about 100 nm in thickness. c) An optical image of the sample used for infrared absorption spectrum measurement. The measurement 
locations are marked by a blue and a red cross for a microdent bottom and the PS film outside microdents. d) Infrared absorption spectrum measured 
at the microdent bottom and outside the microdents. Both measurements indicate that the microdent bottoms are actually covered by a thin PS film.

Figure 7. Size correlation of water droplets and microdents. a) The binary image of segmented water droplets and microdents. White areas and blue 
contours correspond to the nucleated water droplets and microdents, respectively. b) Microdent radius as a function of water droplet radius, indicating 
the identical size of the microdents and water droplets.
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an area-orientated statistical analysis of the microdents was 
implemented to better characterize the coverage of microdents 
on the glass substrates at different water concentrations. The 
area proportion S of a microdent is defined as:

100%
0

P
A

Aii

n∑
= ×

=  

(1)

where A is the bottom area of a microdent and 
1
Aii

n∑ =
 is the 

sum of the areas for all microdents in the area. Assuming there 
are k microdents around a certain lateral size on the sample 
surface, the sum of the area proportions S for these microdents 
can be given as:

100%
0

S Pii

k∑= ×
=

 (2)

For the obtained microdents, the sum of the area proportions S 
as a function of microdent lateral sizes are shown in Figure 8e–h. 

When the water concentration increases from 8 to 14 wt%, the 
range of microdent size increased from 0–200 µm to 0–600 µm.

Figure 8 shows that the size of microdents at water concen-
tration of 8% is obviously smaller than those at 10–14%. The 
difference of size distribution of microdents in between the 
lower and higher water concentrations can also be seen from 
the probability density function (PDF) analysis, as shown in 
Figure 9a. The PDF of microdent area indicates the probability 
of microdent areas at specific values. The result shows that the 
distribution of the microdent area became wider at three higher 
water concentrations than the situation of 8%. Moreover, three 
cases with higher water concentrations exhibit similar PDF 
curves, in contrast to the situation of 8%. The average value of 
microdent area per unit area ‹S›area at different water concentra-
tion is plotted in Figure 9b, which shows a rapid increase of the 
indent size with increasing water concentration.

The dependence of the microdent size on water concentra-
tion is attributed to the correlation between the size of the water 
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Figure 8. Tuning of microdent size by changing water concentration. a–d) Optical images of the microdents. e–h) Distribution of the sum of area propor-
tion S (Equation (2)) of the microdents at different lateral sizes. The water concentration was (a,e) 8 wt%, (b,f) 10 wt%, (c,g) 12 wt%, and (d,h) 14 wt%.

Figure 9. Statistical analysis of size distribution of the produced microdents. a) PDF of microdent area at different water concentrations. b) The aver-
aged area per unit area ‹S›area for the produced microdents with different water concentration values.
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droplets from the Ouzo effect and the initial water concentration. 
Our recent work has shown that the initial solvent ratio determines 
the oversaturation and hence the size of the formed droplets under 
constant flow conditions by solvent exchange,[24] an analogy to the 
evaporation-driven Ouzo effect. It was found that the droplet size 
does not follow a simple linear relationship with the initial solvent 
ratio, but complicated by the exact solubility phase diagram for 
specific ternary combination. This may contribute to the much 
smaller droplets formed at 8% water. Furthermore, it is known 
that there is a plateau in the surface coverage of the droplets due 
to droplet coalescence,[5a] same to our situation here as the water 
droplets were produced on the surface. The much smaller droplets 
in 8% water may also be due to the reduced probability in droplet 
coalescence as the initial surface coverage of the droplets is smaller.

2.4. Tuning of Microdent Depth by PS Concentration

Besides the lateral size, the depth of microdents can also be 
tuned by adjusting PS concentration in toluene–PS solutions. 
Figure 10a–c shows the AFM height images of microdents 
fabricated with different PS concentrations of 1.2%, 1.6%, 
and 2.0%, respectively, with the water concentration in water–
acetone solution at 10%. Since the depth of microdents is size 
dependent, three microdents with similar size are selected 
from Figure 10a–c to compare the microdent depth obtained 
at different PS concentrations. Their cross-section profiles 
are given in Figure 10d. From the figure, one can see that the 
depth of microdent increases with increasing PS concentration. 
Figure 10e shows the correlation of the depth with the diameter 

of microdents from Figure 10a–c. It is obvious that higher PS 
concentration led to larger depth of microdents. Therefore, dif-
ferent from the traditional breath figure method, through which 
the microdent depth is usually difficult to control, microdent 
depth can be tuned well by this proposed method.

2.5. Lubricating Surface Fabrication with Microdent-
Decorated PS Films

The as-prepared surfaces decorated with microdents may find 
many potential applications. Here we demonstrate the application 
of microdent-decorated PS films in fabricating lubricant-infused 
surfaces by simply coating a surface lubricant of silicone oil on 
the obtained PS surfaces. Silicone oil impregnates microdents 
and is stabilized by capillary force arising from microdents to 
obtain lubricating surfaces, as illustrated by Figure 11a. For com-
parison, 5 µL water droplets were first dropped onto a smooth PS 
film and a microdent-decorated PS film. For both cases, when 
the tilt angle was 90°, water droplets were still pinned on the two 
surfaces, as shown in Figure 11b and c. On the fabricated lubri-
cating surface, the spreading coefficient Sow(a) of silicon oil on 
water surface is 6 mN m−1, which is larger than zero. As a result, 
silicon oil cloaks over the water droplet.[6] Figure 11d shows 
the optical image of a sliding water droplet on the tilted lubri-
cating surface with a tilt angle of 11°. The obtained advancing 
and receding contact angles are 76° and 74°, respectively, which 
gives a low contact angle hysteresis of 2°. The results show that 
the lubricating surfaces fabricated with the microdent-decorated 
films can significantly increase the mobility of water droplets.

Adv. Mater. Interfaces 2019, 1900002

Figure 10. Tuning of microdent depth by adjusting PS concentration. a–c) Tapping mode AFM images of microdents with PS concentration of 1.2, 
1.6, and 2.0 wt%, respectively. d) Comparison of cross-section profiles of microdents with similar size and marked by three dashed lines in (a–c).  
e) Depth versus lateral size of microdents obtained with different PS concentrations. The depth of microdents increase with increasing PS concentration.
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3. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a new approach to fabricate 
microdents on PS film surfaces via Ouzo effect. A ternary solu-
tion of acetone–toluene–water with dissolved PS was designed 
to achieve sequential evaporation of acetone (good solvent 
for water) and toluene (poor solvent for water). This leads to 
the spontaneous formation of water droplets that can act as 
templates for microdent formation during the precipitation 
of PS film from the solution. The footprint diameters of the 
microdents correspond to those of water droplets. By adjusting 
water concentration and PS concentration in the ternary solu-
tion, the size and density and the depth of microdents can 
be systematically tuned. The proposed method provides an 
efficient and simple way to fabricate surface microdents with 
controlled lateral size and depth, which is important to the 

related applications. As demonstration, a lubricating surface 
was fabricated by coating a thin film of silicon oil on the micro-
dent-decorated film that exhibits much improved mobility of a 
water drop with a low contact angle hysteresis.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: The prewashed coverslips (Menzel Gläser, VWR, UK)  

of 2 cm × 2 cm were taken as substrates for surface microdent fabrication. 
Before experiments, they were first cleaned with nitrogen gas flow. Strict 
cleaning procedure was unnecessary because that acetone and toluene 
both had very low interfacial energy and low contact angles on glass 
substrates in air. The low interfacial tension of the solvents ensured that 
the process does not require strict cleaning procedure to obtain low 
contact angles of the liquid on the underlying substrate. A contact angle 
meter (OCA 15Pro, Dataphysics, Germany) was employed to measure 
the wettability of the coverslips. Figure 12a, b, and c are the optical 
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Figure 11. a) Schematic diagram of a water droplet placed on a microdent surface impregnated with silicone oil. b,c) Optical images of water droplets 
pinned on a (b) smooth PS film and a (c) microdent-decorated PS film. d) An optical image of a sliding water droplet on a lubricating surface obtained 
by impregnating silicone oil on a microdent-decorated surface, exhibiting a 2° contact angle hysteresis.

Figure 12. Static contact angles of a) water, b) toluene, and c) acetone on the coverslips.
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images used for the measurement of static contact angles of water, 
toluene, and acetone on the coverslips, respectively. The values were 
28.2°, 7.2°, and 5.3° for water, toluene, and acetone, respectively.

Preparation of the Ternary Solution and Fabrication of Microdents: The 
ternary solution of toluene–acetone–water with PS was prepared by 
mixing a PS/toluene solution and a water/acetone solution. PS particles 
(molecular weight 350 000, Sigma-Aldrich) without any active groups were 
dissolved into toluene (analytical reagent, Aladdin, China) at different 
concentrations of 1.2%, 1.6%, and 2.0% (weight) for the preparation of 
PS/toluene solution. For water–acetone solution, deionized (DI) water 
and acetone (analytical reagent, Aladdin, China) were mixed with water 
concentration of 8%, 10%, 12%, and 14% (weight).

The two prepared solutions were then mixed with a ratio of 3:1 
(toluene–PS to acetone–water). The mixing of the two solutions caused 
reduced solubility of PS. As a result, part of PS precipitated and the 
toluene/acetone/water ternary solution with PS was obtained. The 
ternary phase diagram of the acetone, toluene, and water was redrawn 
from Walton and Jenkins (1923)[25] and is shown in Figure 13. For 
fabrication of microdents, ternary liquid of 200 µL was dropped onto 
the prepared glass substrates in a petri dish. After microdents were 
fabricated, the microdent-decorated samples were put into an oven 
(DZF, LICHEN, China) at 40°C for 4 h to remove the remaining solvent.

Morphological Characterization of Microdents: An inverted optical 
microscope (IX73, Olympus, Japan), an AFM (Resolve, Bruker, USA), 
and an infrared imaging microscope (iN10MX, Nicolet, America) were 
used to characterize microdents. The optical microscope was used to 
capture the dynamic process of microdent formation, associated with 
a high-speed camera (EoSens 3CL, Mikrotron, Germany). A home 
designed program was applied to achieve the automated segmentation 
of the obtained images.[26] From the program, the size of microdents 
can be automatically extracted. The tapping mode AFM was used to 
characterize the microdents in a 3D manner. From AFM images, the 
depth of microdents can be obtained. The infrared imaging microscope 
was employed to detect the components at microdent bottom.

Contact Angle Hysteresis of Water Droplets on the Lubricating Surface: 
To evaluate the mobility of water droplets on the fabricated lubricating 
surface, a 5 µL water droplet was dropped onto the surface. The tilting 
angle of the sample surface gradually increased until the water droplet 
slipped downwards along the surface. The dynamic contact angles 
were measured with the contact angle meter. For comparison, one also 
tried to measure the dynamic contact angles of the water droplets on a 
smooth PS film and a microdent-decorated PS film without silicon oil 
film. However, water droplets were pinned on both surfaces even when 
the tilting angle reached 90°.
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